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OSTIUM PODCAST - SEASON 6
EPISODE 63 - Anomalies II
Created and written by Alex C. Telander

STEVE played by Alex C. Telander
JAKE played by Chris Fletcher
MONICA played by Georgia Mckenzie
MARLA played by Kira Apple

DIRECTION DIALOG - (DIRECTION) - [SCENE] - SOUND DESIGN  - Music

[SCENE ONE: A DIFFERENT ROOM WITH A STACK OF FUSED CHAIRS] [STEVE]

sfx - [FADE IN OF ELECTRIC/WATER/CLAIR DE LUNE SOUND MIX BUILDING TO CRESCENDO
AND THEN SUDDEN SILENCE]

STEVE:
I heard the start of something loud, and then it was abruptly cut off. My eyes
were of course closed at that point. As soon as I felt things building to a
crescendo I knew something bad was going to happen. Was this to be my last few
pathetic moments of life and was I about to be snuffed out like a falling star?
I kept my eyes closed because I was bloody terrified. Then, much like Peter
Venkman did after the Ghostbusters caught their first ghost: I slowly opened
one eye and had a look round.

I was still sitting on the chair on top of the fused stack, except I was
somehow completely dry. I opened both eyes and ran my hands over my body. Yep.
I was dry as a bone, contrary to the gallon of water I’d poured on myself just
a minute ago. Of course, that had been a different place, and perhaps a
different time. It all looked the same to me though. But I had to be sure. Had
to be thorough and methodical about it. So I could find out what was going on
and what exactly had happened to me.

“Zhang, are you there?”

At first there was nothing. Just silence.

sfx - [A FEW VERY SHORT STATIC BLIPS]

And then I thought I heard a weird sound or two, like it was the start of
something. A bit of a word. Less than a syllable. But that was it. I waited a
little longer just to be sure, but there was nothing. So I got up off my arse
and started clambering down.

sfx - [CLIMBING DOWN CHAIRS SOUND]

Very carefully mind you. Going step by step. A misplaced foot or a slip could
send me tumbling down like Humpty Dumpty, or Eggy Freddy according to Thyra. A
broken bone would render me bloody useless.

I walked around the stack of chairs and that’s when I saw the first change.
That’s when I knew I was in a whole new place.

On the other side of the stack of chairs - so opposite to the way I’d been
sitting - was a door. Yep. Just your ordinary, very average Ostium door.
Playing its part as a bit of support for the fused chair tower. I’d say it was
bloody weird, but honestly, it wasn’t. After all we’ve seen, it’s almost
becoming expected at this point. Although I was still surprised. Because I
thought the experiment hadn’t really done anything other than give my clothes a
good tumble dry.

So now I knew I was somewhere new. I had another look around, going slower this
time. And that’s when I noticed another thing I hadn’t noticed before: there
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was no other door in the room. No other way out. On the far wall where there
should’ve been one there was just a solid wall. When Ostium wants to, it can
make things very simple for the traveler. I had only one option; one door to
take.

So I grasped the handle and opened it.

sfx - [DOOR OPENING SOUND]

Of course, I couldn’t see what was on the other side, so it was yet another
leap of faith into the Ostium unknown.
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[SCENE TWO: THE BOWELS OF THE OSTIUM NETWORK] [STEVE/MARLA]

sfx - [WATER LAPPING AT PIER]

STEVE:
I was back at the pier. That one I’d been delivered to with mum. On that fancy
boat. I didn’t know I was there right away. Because everything was black. But I
could hear the sounds. The water lapping against the wooden quay. And then I
gasped. Because it was just like that time in Ostium. With the cr . . . I mean
when Thyra was trapped on the inside. Dark but with a strange greenish and
bluish glow to everything. You know, like Blade Runner. All cyberpunky. So
because I’d been in a similar setting before, I kept my cool. I breathed slowly
and let my eyes get used to the lack of light and strange colors. Then I could
see what I was hearing was what I thought: I was at the pier, standing on that
old, used wood . . . except it had that glowy look and seemed much newer. More
recent. Not like the Gib island I was used to. Fresher. Like it hadn’t been
around for that long.

And that’s when I saw I was dead right because tied up very nicely to the quay
with big swinging fenders on the side was the luxury yacht mum and I had used
to get to the Ostium Network. It looked new too, as far as I could tell, in
this weird, dark atmosphere. I felt the urge and gave into it, walking down the
quay till I found the gangplank. It was just lying there, inviting me on deck.

“Captain, may I come aboard?” I said to no one, then got really worried someone
actually would say something from the dark.

No sound. My heart returned to its normal tempo.

sfx - [LOUD STATIC, ELECTRICAL SOUND LIKE THE ANOMALIES FROM END OF SEASON 4]

And then there was a big explosion of static happenings.

I knew what those sounds were. I’d heard them before, from when something . . .
no, from when Thyra had been trying to break out of the prison she’d been in
and get free. The prison that mum and Jake said looked a lot like where I was
right now.

I didn’t stop to think about it, but just reacted.

sfx - [RUNNING AND BREATHING GETTING HEAVY AFTER FIVE SECONDS]

I started running towards it, like a complete bloody idiot. But I needed to
know what was happening and if it was Thyra or somebody or something else. I
wanted to be able to help if I could.

It didn’t take me long to get winded, then get a sharp, burning stitch in my
side, but it didn’t slow me down either.

And it didn’t take me long to find the place. I just had to follow the noise,
because unlike before, this sound kept going, growing a little bit stronger by
the minute.

sfx - [SOUND SUDDENLY STOPS AS STEVE PASSES THROUGH]

And then I was bursting through the door and into a big dark empty room, except
there was a giant glowing fucking pentagram on the floor that made me squint.
Then I saw more giant pentagrams: one on each of the walls, and one even on the
ceiling somehow. How the fuck had all these been done?

Then I saw the person. She was standing there . . no leaning with her back
against the wall . . . the wall was keeping her upright, holding her there. She
was the most exhausted person I’d ever seen. Black smudges under the eyes that
look like she’d dumped piles of black makeup on each cheek. Dry cracked lips.
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Amused croak, not
quite a laugh

Almost yelling, angry

Spiteful

Impatient

Interested

Disbelief

Sallow skin that cast a very unhealthy pallor in the pentagram glow. But her
eyes . . . her eyes still had life in them. They still had hope.

And she was looking at me now, shock dawning on her face.

MARLA:
How are you here?

STEVE: [NARRATION]
Her voice was a croaky mess. It sounded like she’d been gargling glass chips
and splinters, and then swallowed them all after.

STEVE:
It’s . . . it’s a bloody long story.

MARLA:
You’re from Brittannica?

STEVE:
That’s . . . well, also a bloody long story too.

MARLA:
It’s okay. I’ve got nothing but time. Nothing but fucking time. I’m not going
anywhere.

STEVE:
Why’s that?

MARLA:
Because I’m fucking stuck here, aren’t I!

STEVE: I . . . I didn’t know that. I don’t know who you are. What’s your name?

STEVE: [NARRATION]
She was staring right at me. She looked really pissed off. I was starting to
get worried.

MARLA:
You really don’t know, do you? How the hell did you get here?

STEVE:
Through . . . through a weird experiment I suppose, and it took me from the
Ostium Network to this place.

MARLA:
Do you even know where you are?

STEVE:
I . . . have an idea. I’ve been to a place like this before. I don’t suppose
you know someone named Thyra? She’s one of the Circe.

MARLA:
No. Never fucking heard of her. And what the hell is the Circe?

STEVE:
Oh, they’re like . . . well, this group of witches I suppose, no, sorceresses,
from a planet called Albion.

MARLA:
Sounds like bullshit to me. Except for the witch part.

STEVE:
Why’s that then?
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MARLA:
Because I’m a witch.

STEVE:
You are?

sfx - [WALKING SOUNDS]

STEVE: [NARRATION]
Marla pushed herself off the wall and took a few uncertain steps towards me.
I could see her better now, as she came closer. She looked, well, she looked
like she wasn’t from any time I knew. She had a lot of piercings. In her nose,
her lips, her eyebrows, and of course her ears. There were also marks on her
face I hadn’t been able to make out before, but I now realized were tattoos.
And they were all one continuous design that reached down her neck onto her
shoulders which were bare and across her collar bones. Whatever she was wearing
looked thin and sleek that somehow allowed the tattoos to show through but
still covered her body fully so it looked like she was naked but not at the
same time. She had an anthropomorphic form and that was it as far as being
human was concerned. As to when she might be from, I knew it wasn’t my time.
She looked . . . futuristic in a word. From some distant time way ahead of my
own. Kind of how everyone looked in Back to the Future Two, only a lot less
cheesy and just cool and futuristic looking. Especially with that bit where she
thought I was from somewhere called “Brittannica.”

And the tattoos covered her whole body from head to toe it seemed. Her feet
looked bare or encased in part of the same suit of clothing so I could see the
shape of a foot and where the tattoo continued, but could also see her toes.

And then I saw something else that made me blink at least three times. I was
trying to make sure my eyes were as clear as possible; that I was really seeing
what I thought I was seeing. Because the tattoos were moving. They looked like
they were alive somehow. Slowly writhing. Undulating. Like lazy snakes and
sleepy creatures. I also got hints of different colors: blues, greens, reds and
purples, and more I couldn’t make out in the dim light.

Then I looked back into the witch’s eyes, because now I knew for sure.

MARLA:
I see you’re convinced now. Name’s Marla. And I want to get the fuck out of
here so bad like you wouldn’t believe.

STEVE:
I understand. Completely. How long have you been here?

MARLA:
I have no damn idea. Time doesn’t run smoothly and logically here. But I know
it’s been a long fucking time. While he’s tried everything he can to use me and
suck me dry like a dead insect.

STEVE:
He?

MARLA:
Jake Fucking Fisher.

STEVE: [NARRATION]
Oh shit.

sfx - [BREAK]

STEVE: [NARRATION]
I decided to act stupid before she could get suspicious.
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Cutting Steve off

Vehement

STEVE:
And who is Jake Fucking Fisher, when he’s at home?

STEVE: [NARRATION]
The fury was back in her eyes.

MARLA:
He’s the fucking guy who found me and caged me like a Horlax. Then kidnapped me
and stuck me in here. He’s the guy at the top of the Ostium Network who
promised me luxury, fame, success, whatever I wanted, all to trick me and use
me. And as soon as he stuck me in here, I knew it was one big fucking mistake.
No way out. And then he started using me. For his project. For making his doors
and allowing him to go wherever the fuck he wanted.

STEVE:
I’m sorry. I don’t understand. It doesn’t make . . .

MARLA:
Sense? You said you’re from the Ostium Network, so you fucking know what I’m
talking about.

STEVE:
Okay. Yes. I do. But making doors. I . . . That’s not an easy thing to do.
Especially not anywhere.

STEVE: [NARRATION]
At this point I of course was thinking of Jake and his ability to literally do
just that: make doors and portals come into existence, ostiums, that could take
him anywhere he wanted to go just about. I knew it took a lot of work on his
part, a lot of energy, and took a toll, which was exactly why he was lost right
now, in time, and why my mum was trying to - and I knew would - eventually find
him.

MARLA: You’re right. It takes power. A lot of power. Which is where I come in
for that bastard. It’s why he needs me. Why he fucking kidnapped me and stuck
me in here. And I’ve been here for years, decades, maybe even centuries. I just
don’t fucking know. It’s been very fucking long, I can tell you that. And I
know I don’t look as young and fabulous as I used to.

STEVE: [NARRATION]
I just kept quiet here, sensing another kind of trap.

MARLA:
You’re wise to keep your tongue. I know I must look like shit. But it’s not
like it’s my fault. He’s been sapping me. Jake. Fucking. Fisher. Sapping my
will. Sapping my energy. Sapping my fucking magical ability. Sure I get some of
it back as time passes; recharge so to speak, but then he goes right back to
taking what’s not his again. Like those ancient batteries that used to store
energy. You could recharge them, but they never quite kept the same charge as
before. Slowly but surely becoming weaker and less efficient. Less useful.
That’s me.

sfx - [FIVE SECONDS OF SILENCE]

STEVE:
And . . . what’s going on here then? Is this part of . . . Jake Fisher’s doing?

MARLA:
Fuck no! This is all me. I’m trying to break free. Get right the fuck out of
here!

STEVE:
So you can get him. Jake.
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Fake joking tone

MARLA:
Maybe. I don’t know. Probably not. If I do get out, I just want to get as far
as fucking possible from this place and anything to do with that asshole. Hide
out for a while and see if I’ve got any life left inside me that’s worth
living. Maybe I’ll find my people after.

STEVE:
Your coven?

MARLA:
Sure. Whatever. But I can’t do any of that till I get the fuck out of here.

STEVE:
How . . . how did you get the pentagrams to stay on the wall . . . and the
ceiling? It’s all chalk. What’s making it stay in place?

MARLA:
Good fucking magic, that’s what. The little I’ve saved. Kept hidden deep inside
myself. I didn’t have anything at first. Thought I could fight back. Stop him
from taking what wasn’t fucking his. But that didn’t work. It’s this place.
I’ve got no defenses. No protection. Wherever he is and however he’s doing it,
he just does it. And I’m fucking helpless. So I started saving a part of
myself. Really tiny bits. Minuscule. Nothing to really brag about. Nothing that
can actually do anything. But the thing is, no matter how small those little
bits of power; those iotas of magic are, if you keep adding to them, over the
many, many fucking years, you get more and more and then you have something you
can work with. And then you have to force yourself to keep waiting longer. As
your life and essence is literally getting sucked out of you. And then . . .
before you know it, a couple hundred years have gone by and you’ve got
something you can use to actually do magic with.

STEVE:
That’s . . . I don’t really know what to say. Bloody impressive. The will . . .

MARLA:
Yeah. It’s strong in me. As for the pentagrams: you’ve got to make them; create
them on the floor to absolute perfection. Then you use a static spell to hold
them in place; then a transposition spell to move them onto the walls and the
ceiling. It’s not easy. It’s not quick. But if you’ve got time - and like I
said, I’ve got fuck loads - then you can make it happen.

STEVE:
So you’ve managed to break through then? Is this a way out?

MARLA:
I don’t know yet. I’m still working on it. The spell is still doing it’s thing.
It’s about halfway now. I was just taking a quick break, trying to keep myself
going, when you showed up.

STEVE:
Is there . . . is there anything I can do to help?

MARLA:
Really? You’re asking? I don’t suppose you happen to be a fellow witch or
wizard or whatever? Can you cast magic?

STEVE:
Unfortunately no.

MARLA:
Didn’t think so. But you still managed to get here. So how did you do that?
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STEVE:
Like I said, with an experiment, and I guess I used the magic of the Ostium
Network in a way to make it happen, which for all intents and purposes is
partly doing magic I guess.

MARLA:
You mentioned a sorceress before?

STEVE:
Yes. Thyra.

MARLA:
What’s her story?

STEVE:
Same as yours, sadly. Taken from her planet and imprisoned here in the Ostium
Network.

MARLA:
And is she still trapped like me?

STEVE:
No.

MARLA:
How do you know this?

STEVE:
Because she got free, with the help of . . . with the help of my friends. They
got her out from where she was and back to the Ostium Network.

MARLA:
Not the ideal place to end up, I suppose, but beggars can’t be choosers, right?

STEVE:
Indeed. So, again, is there anything I can do?

MARLA:
Yes. Actually I think there is. The magic you used or mentioned that the Ostium
Network has, how is it cast? In what form?

STEVE:
Well, I suppose I doused myself in water that came from . . . from a place of
magic like this one. Though when I came too I was already dry. It was gone.

MARLA:
I’ll be the judge of that. Can I come closer?

STEVE:
Yes. Of course. Thanks for asking.

STEVE: [NARRATION]
Marla then stepped even closer to me and lifted her hands. The palms were also
tattooed and I could see the designs writhing before my very eyes. I didn’t
have to ask her if this was part of her magic.

Her eyes widened.

MARLA:
It’s still there. I can feel it. Can . . . no. May I take it from you? Not all
of it! Some of it. Most of it?
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STEVE: [NARRATION]
I thought for a moment. This would leave me weak. And probably bloody
knackered. But if she left me some, then I’d still be okay. And I’d still be
able to get back somehow. I thought. It at least made a sort of weird sense to
me.

STEVE:
Yes. But not all of it, like you said.

MARLA:
I will not. I promise.

sfx - [BUILDING HUMMING AND STATIC CHARGE AS MAGIC IS HAPPENING, THINK LIKE
WITH CIRCE]

STEVE: [NARRATION]
Then I felt it start to pull from me and my body felt soaked again, just like
it had after I dumped the water on me. And the bright, white-bluish light
lifted off of me like a luminescent effervescence, and as more of it came off,
I could feel myself grow heavier and become weaker. I could also see Marla
getting stronger, standing up straighter, growing more rigid. And just when I
thought I’d made a terrible mistake and she was going to take it all because
she was much, much stronger than me and could do it easily if she wanted to and
leave me for dead, she suddenly stopped.

sfx - [SOUNDS END]

I collapsed to the floor, as if she’d been holding me up or carrying me, and
then just dropped me like a sack of just about anything. I slowly picked myself
up, using the wall for support like she had before, and saw she hadn’t reacted
when I’d fallen down. She was too absorbed in the new power she’d gained. I
could see she looked different, healthier, younger. There was more life in her
eyes now. Her skin looked a lot better too. She also looked . . . really pissed
off now, as opposed to just being mildly before.

It was as if I didn’t exist to her anymore. She was walking over the pentagram
on the floor, standing in its center.

sfx - [NEW BUILDING CHARGE THAT BECOMES LOUDER THAN PREVIOUS ONE]

I could feel the tension building in the room. The hair on my arms and head
started lifting up, my skin tingling. I inched back to the doorway and then out
into the corridor, wanting to watch, but also not wanting to be anywhere near
the line of fire. I didn’t know what she was going to do; what was about to
happen, and I didn’t want to become a casualty of magical ministrations.

I needn’t have worried.

It was loud. It was bright. It was . . . incredibly powerful.

sfx - [CRESCENDO OF LOUD ELECTRIC CRACKLE THAT SUDDENLY STOPS]

And then it was all sort of dark again. And smoky. Like fire and brimstone
smoky. Like it was Guy Fawkes and all the fireworks had gone off at the same
time. So it took a while for the literal smoke to clear; for the luminescent
glow to return and allow me to see anything . . . to see what had actually
happened.

Marla was gone. To where? To when? I had no idea. She just wasn’t there
anymore. She’d done it. She’d really done it. The spell had worked and she’d
gotten out somehow, and now she was free. Wherever that may be, it at least
wasn’t here, in the bowels of the Ostium Network.

I felt a great sense of accomplishment, not that I’d really done anything, but
I’d at least been a part of it; been a witness to it.
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And there was also a sense of loss, of loneliness. It was just me and my
lonesome again. I had to have a sit down then. Rest a bit and recharge. I felt
bloody wiped.
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Amused

[SCENE THREE: JAKE & MONICA’S APARTMENT] [JAKE/MONICA/STEVE]

JAKE:
Did Marla look like Thyra at all? Any chance it was the same person somehow?

STEVE:
Huh. Interesting question Jake. That thought never occurred to me.

MONICA:
As in it was Thyra behind everything with the Ostium Network? The power behind
everything?

JAKE:
Maybe. Or they were different iterations of her. From different timelines.
Different realities.

STEVE:
Okay. That’s turning my mind to jelly a bit.

MONICA:
Yeah, hun, it seems pretty out there.

JAKE:
I’m just throwing things out here. Kind of saying what’s coming into my head as
Steve is telling us this.

MONICA:
Usual Jake then?

STEVE:
Yep.

JAKE:
Would you expect anything else?
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Long sigh, then . . .

[SCENE FOUR: BOWELS OF THE OSTIUM NETWORK] [STEVE]

STEVE: [NARRATION]
When I’d recovered my senses and my strength, I got up and was about to leave,
but then stopped and turned back to the room. All the pentagrams were still
there, looking all creepy and glowing. It just didn’t look right, to leave it
all like that. So I did something I saw in a film once . . . it might’ve been
The Craft, but don’t quote me on that.

sfx - [HAVE LITTLE FIZZLES OF STATIC HERE AS STEVE IS BREAKING THE CIRCLES, SIX
IN TOTAL]

I went back in the room and, using my hands and feet, wiped away the
pentagrams, or at least obscured them, breaking the circles and ending whatever
magic or power they possessed.

At least that’s what I thought I was doing. It did feel like after I was done
there was less tension in the air, or that was just my imagination playing
tricks with me. Made me feel better anyway.

So where was I to go next? I was thinking about how I’d been led to this place,
with the first of the anomalies Jake and I had seen. So logic would say I
should make my way towards one of the other two. We therefore had two choices:
it was either go check out the origin of the weird tower of fused chairs, or
find out how the creepy music of Clair de Lune became synchronized with water .
. . somehow. I tried to remember the notes of music and what it felt like being
in that shower room and how fucking unnatural and uncool it was, and quickly
made the decision to go with the other one.

I found my way out of the building in the weird glowy light. I was starting to
think either my eyesight was getting better at seeing in this pathetic
darkness, or I was getting used to living in this limited light . . . or maybe
a little of column A and a little of column B.

I got back onto a main street and headed towards what I thought was the
building where Jake and I had found that strange stack of chairs. I found it.
Went inside. Found nothing. I checked every room in the building. Each one had
that soft glow allowing me to see if there was anything inside. And each one of
them had been completely empty. So I came out and tried another building that I
thought could be a contender. Same result. This went on for an annoying amount
of time. And I was starting to think it was hopeless, and then I heard it.

sfx - [SOFT NOTES OF CLAIR DE LUNE THROUGH WATERY FILTER THAT SLOWLY BUILD A
LITTLE IN VOLUME]

It appeared I was going to have to deal with this particular unwanted anomaly
after all, whether I wanted to or not.

STEVE:
Shit.

sfx - [SLOW WALKING STEPS AS STEVE MOVES TOWARDS THE SOUND WHICH GETS LOUDER
THE CLOSER HE GETS]

[END CREDITS]
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